


As workforces become more 
distributed, there is a fear of 
becoming more disconnected.

We must create culture by design, 
not leave it to chance.



Every team, department and 
organisation needs a centre of 
gravity – a point of connection.

A sense of connection
is critical to staff retention.



In-person contact holds the 
highest power for maintaining 
human connection.

The regularity may vary,
but some face-to-face is vital.



The circus and
the ringmaster
A workplace analogy



The place with an atmosphere that brings 
whole tribes together. Where connections are 
forged and maintained.

Physical or virtual, single or several, circus 
rings are at the heart of a vibrant culture.

The circus ring



Smaller communal spaces that encourage 
interaction and foster collaboration. Reflecting 
the vibe in the circus ring.

Ensuring the deepest connection within 
immediate tribes.

Surrounding the circus ring



Positive space for solitary head-down work, 
whether at home or the office, but always 
connected to the centre.

Spaces for undisturbed work should never 
become solitary confinement.

The caravans around
the perimeter



Introducing
the ringmaster!

Every space is just
a space until someone
creates an atmosphere.



Every team leader, department manager,
and CEO needs to be a ringmaster, creating
a show that people want to be part of.

Providing good reasons for people to come together.

Understanding
the ringmaster



Creating high spots 
within the working week

The ringmaster in action

Injecting energy
into the ordinary



Focusing on activities 
over attendance

The ringmaster in action

Leveraging the power
of your space



Ringmasters use technology to share the vibe across teams, whether co-located or remote.
Break down barriers, but never forget the power of face-to-face.

A tech-enabled circus 



An opportunity to create intentional interactions rather than 
chance encounters – the essence of culture by design.

Hybrid is a ringmaster opportunity



A space is nothing without the ringmaster and their team,
but it should support what they want to do.

Design your circus with care



Thank you




